Frozen Drink Machine
Always transport in upright position!!
Allow a minimum of 2 hours operating time before serving.
How to use this machine:
1. Make sure that the feet of
the acrylic bowls are
seated in place. (This will
prevent the mix from
spilling.)
2. Combine the ingredients in
bowl of machine using the
following amounts:
1 bottle provided mix
1.75 litre Tequila
Fill with water to fill line on
front of machine.
(If using own recipe, check
with staff for problem
ingredients.)
3.

Do not fill over the
maximum fill line, mixture
will expand as it freezes.
4. Place the lids on top of the
bowls and plug in to 120v
dedicated electrical outlet
(the lights in some
machines do not work.) If
using extension cord, a
minimum of 12 gauge,
15amp, 25’ maximum
length. This machine uses
a lot of power, freezing will
be delayed if using less
power.
5. Set all controls down to
freeze (all switches in
down position.)

6. The green light indicating
freezing should turn on
within 5 minutes.

Controls:
‘O’ is off. ‘I’ is on
Main power switch operates
entire machine.
Light switch operates the lights
on the bowl.
Augers Switch helps to mix
ingredients and push slush
toward front.
Freezing Switch has two
functions: UP position will keep
contents cold. DOWN positon
will freeze contents.
Do Not:
Expose machine to direct
sunlight and temps over 80
degrees.
Crowd machine – allow 10”
around machine for ventilation.
Add any solid materials (ie:
ice, fruits, etc.)
Overfill machine or operate
empty.
Attempt to clean the machine –
we will do it!

Troubleshooting
Machine does not operate at
all.
Check all power to machine,
circuit breakers and plugs.
Liquid is leaking.
Check to see if bowls are
seated correctly.
Liquid not freezing.
The green light for the
compressor should come n
within 5 minutes after machine
turned on. If this does not
happen, check to make sure
the left switch is positioned on
the “O” and the right switch is
positioned on “R”, then press
the reset button “R” with a
ballpoint pen.
Check clearance around
machine.
Check thermometer, if
temperature is over 80
degrees or machine is in direct
sunlight, move to a cooler
place.
Do not operate with empty
bowls or below minimum line.
Do not operate over maximum
fill line.
Use only the mix supplied by
C&M Party Props.
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